Name _____________________ Date ________Abuela 1
leap
birds

Spanish
swoop

park
beautiful
bread
city

birds
bus

flapping
park
grandmother

1. Abuela means ___________________ in Spanish.
2. Abuela takes me on the ____________ and we go all
around the _____________.
3. Abuela speaks mostly _______________.
4. El parque es lindo means the _______________ is ______________.
5. The ____________ are picking up the ______________ we brought.
6. She pretended the ____________ could pick her up and carry her above
the ____________.
7. Rosalba said she would ____________ like a bird .
8. Abuela would ____________ into the sky with her skirt ____________
in the wind.

P- pronoun

1 – ABC order

N - noun

2. Write the root words

PP - proper noun

1. forkful

_____________

2.extremely

_____________

3. sixty

_____________

4. directly

_____________

5. addition

_____________

PP

6. exciting

_____________

N

PP

7. partly

_____________

N

PP

8. bashfully _____________

1. lion

P

N

PP

2. they

P

N

PP

3. she

P

N

PP

4. Jackie

P

N

PP

5. people

P

N

PP

6. Hill Street

P

N

7. road

P

8. us

P

1

Name _______________________ Date _________ Abuela 2
Docked,
Good Spanish,
morning,
Touch,
cousin,
unload
factories,
waved.
People,
glide,
Statue
1. We’d ____________ to the____________ waiting for the bus.
2. “Buenos dias” means “_____________ _______________ .”
3. We’d fly over _________ and trains and __________ close to the sea.
4. We’d almost ____________

the tops of waves..

5. We’d fly to where the ships are _________ and watch people ________
the fruit.
6. Mangos, bananas, papayas are all ____________ words.
7. We would watch her ____________ Daniel load and unload the ships.
8. Out in the harbor, we would see the ____________ of Liberty.
Unscramble the words!
1. syllables
2. ABC order

remove recycle prefix replace
preview preheat prepay recall

1. __2_gopher

gopher
1. eelrcpa

________________

2. eirxfp

________________

3. tephaer

________________

4. rmveeo

________________

5. ___photographer _____________ 5. weievrp

________________

6. ___microphone _____________

6. rlececy

________________

7. ___trophy

7. rapyep

________________

2. ___telephone

_____________

3. ___paragraph

_____________

4. ___graph

_____________

_____________

8. ___photographs _____________

8. crlale

________________
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Name _________________________ Date __________ Abuela-3
Elisa’s
America
uncle
airport

circle
careful

clouds
chairs
house
lemonade
aunt
wave

Pablo’s

1. We would ______________ around Liberty’s head and ______________ to the
people.
2. She’d take me to the ______________ where she first came
to______________.
3. We’d have to be ______________ as we went for a short ride.
4. Then we’d fly to tio ____________ and tia ____________ store.
5. Tio means ______________ and tia means ______________.
6. They’d offer us a cool ______________.
7. We would fly into the __________ that look like cats, bears and _________.
8. The whole sky would be our ______________.

Circle the correctly
spelled words.
1. loafs

loaves

Words that mean
the same.

loaf

1 find _______________ grand

2. shelf

shelfs

shelves

2. work _______________ seal

3. elfs

elfs

elves

3. come _______________stroll

4. wife

wives

wifes

4. great ______________arrive

5. knifes

knives

knife

5. page ______________ mob

6. calves

calf

calf

6. walk _______________ locate

7. life

lives

lifes

7. group _______________toil

8. leaves

leaf

leafs

8. shut _______________ leaf
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Name ______________________ Date ___________ Abuela-4
ride

Mira burro adventures Vamos patio chair park love

1. “______________” means to look.
2. Now we are back in the ______________.
3. Abuela probably wants to go for a boat ______________.
4. One of the things I ______________ about Abuela is that she likes
______________.
5. “______________” she says which means “let’s go.”
6. They rested in the ______________ in the sky.
7. Rodeo, ______________, and ______________ are all Spanish words.

Compound words

Write the Plurals
1. loaf

_________________

2. saw _____________ board

2. eye

_________________

3. cart_____________

sticks

3. child _________________

4. wall_____________

flower

4. wish _________________

1. chop_____________

boats

5. snow_____________ dust

5. box

6. sun______________ wheel

6. shelf _________________

7. clothes___________ storm

7. goose _________________

8. chalk ___________

8. knife _________________

paper

9. sail _____________ pin

_________________

9. penny _________________
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